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Abstra t
Model he king has been widely su essful in validating and
debugging designs in the hardware and proto ol domains.
However, state-spa e explosion limits the appli ability of
model he king tools, so model he kers typi ally operate
on abstra tions of systems.
Re ently, there has been signi ant interest in applying
model he king to software. For in nite-state systems like
software, abstra tion is even more riti al. Te hniques for
abstra ting software are a prerequisite to making software
model he king a reality.
We present the rst algorithm to automati ally onstru t
a predi ate abstra tion of programs written in an industrial
programming language su h as C, and its implementation in
a tool | C2bp. The C2bp tool is part of the SLAM toolkit,
whi h uses a ombination of predi ate abstra tion, model
he king, symboli reasoning, and iterative re nement to
stati ally he k temporal safety properties of programs.
Predi ate abstra tion of software has many appli ations,
in luding dete ting program errors, synthesizing program
invariants, and improving the pre ision of program analyses through predi ate sensitivity. We dis uss our experien e
applying the C2bp predi ate abstra tion tool to a variety
of problems, ranging from he king that list-manipulating
ode preserves heap invariants to nding errors in Windows
NT devi e drivers.

1 Introdu tion
In the hardware and proto ol domains, model he king has
been used to validate and debug systems by algorithmi exploration of their state spa es. State-spa e explosion is a
major limitation, and typi ally model he kers explore the
state spa e of an abstra ted system. For software, whi h
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is typi ally in nite-state, abstra tion is even more riti al.
Any e ort to model he k software must rst onstru t an
abstra t model of the software.
A promising approa h to onstru t abstra tions automati ally, alled predi ate abstra tion, was rst proposed by
Graf and Sadi [19℄. With predi ate abstra tion, the onrete states of a system are mapped to abstra t states a ording to their evaluation under a nite set of predi ates.
Automati predi ate abstra tion algorithms have been designed and implemented before for nite-state systems and
for in nite-state systems spe i ed as guarded ommands.
However, no one has demonstrated automati predi ate abstra tion on a programming language su h as C.
We present a tool alled C2bp that performs automati
predi ate abstra tion of C programs. Given a C program
P and a set E of predi ates (pure C boolean expressions
ontaining no fun tion alls), C2bp automati ally reates a
boolean program BP (P; E ), whi h is an abstra tion of P . A
boolean program is essentially a C program in whi h the only
type available is boolean (the boolean program language has
some additional onstru ts that will be presented later). The
boolean program has the same ontrol- ow stru ture as P
but ontains only jE j boolean variables, ea h representing a
predi ate in E . For example, if the predi ate (x < y ) is in
E , where x and y are integer variables in P , then there is
a boolean variable in BP (P; E ) whose truth at a program
point p implies that (x < y ) is true at p in P . For ea h
statement s of P , C2bp automati ally onstru ts the orresponding boolean transfer fun tions that onservatively
represent the e e t of s on the predi ates in E . The resulting boolean program an be analyzed pre isely using a
tool alled Bebop [5℄ that performs interpro edural data ow
analysis [31, 28℄ using binary de ision diagrams.
We present the details of the C2bp algorithm, as well
as results from applying C2bp to a variety of problems and
programs:
 We have applied C2bp and Bebop to pointermanipulating programs to identify invariants involving
pointers. In one example, these invariants lead to more
pre ise aliasing information than is possible with a owsensitive alias analysis. In another example, we show
that list-manipulating ode preserves various stru tural
properties of the heap, as has been done with shape
analysis [30℄. This is noteworthy be ause our predi ate

language is a quanti er-free logi , rather than the more
powerful logi of [30℄.
 We have applied C2bp and Bebop to examples from
Ne ula's work on proof- arrying ode [26℄ to automatially identify loop invariants in these examples that the
PCC ompiler was required to generate.
 We have used C2bp in the SLAM toolkit to he k temporal safety properties of Windows NT devi e drivers.
The SLAM toolkit uses C2bp and Bebop to stati ally
determine whether or not an assertion violation an
take pla e in C ode. A unique part of the toolkit is its
use of a demand-driven iterative pro ess to automatially nd predi ates that are relevant to the parti ular
assertion under examination. When the urrent set of
predi ates and the boolean program abstra tion that
it indu es are insuÆ ient to show that an assertion
does/doesn't fail, new predi ates are found to re ne
the abstra tion. Although the SLAM pro ess may not
onverge in theory, due to the unde idability of the assertion violation problem, it has onverged on all NT
devi e drivers we have analyzed (even though they ontain loops).
For a detailed proof of soundness of the abstra tion algorithm presented in this paper, the interested reader is referred to our te hni al report [3℄. In work with Andreas
Podelski [4℄ we have used the framework of abstra tion interpretation to formalize the pre ision of the C2bp algorithm for single pro edure programs with no pointers. Se tion 4.6 reviews the soundness theorem for C2bp that we
have proved and des ribes our pre ision results.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Se tion 2 gives an example of applying C2bp to a pointermanipulating C pro edure. Se tion 3 lists the hallenges in
performing predi ate abstra tion on C programs. Se tion 4
des ribes our predi ate abstra tion algorithm in detail. Se tion 5 des ribes extensions and optimizations to the C2bp
tool. Se tion 6 presents results on applying the C2bp tool
to a variety of C programs. Se tion 7 reviews related work
and Se tion 8 on ludes the paper.

2 Example: Invariant Dete tion in Pointermanipulating Programs
This se tion presents the appli ation of C2bp and the Bebop model he ker to a pointer-manipulating pro edure.
The ombination of the two tools determines program-pointspe i invariants about the pro edure, whi h an be used
to re ne pointer aliasing information.

2.1 C2bp
Consider the partition fun tion of Figure 1(a). This proedure takes a pointer to a list of integers l and an integer
v and partitions the list into two lists: one ontaining the
ells with value greater than v (returned by the fun tion)
and the other ontaining the ells with value less than or
equal to v (the original list, destru tively updated).
We input the program in Figure 1(a) along with the following predi ate input le to C2bp:
partition {
urr == NULL,
prev == NULL,

}

urr->val > v,
prev->val > v

The predi ate input le spe i es a set of four predi ates,
lo al to the pro edure partition. Figure 1(b) shows the
boolean program resulting from the abstra tion of the proedure partition with respe t to these predi ates.1 The
boolean program de lares four variables of type bool in proedure partition, ea h orresponding to one of the four
predi ates from the predi ate input le.2 The variables' initial values are un onstrained.
The boolean program is guaranteed to be an abstra tion
of the C program in the following sense: any feasible exeution path of the C program is a feasible exe ution path
of the boolean program. Of ourse, there may be feasible
exe ution paths of the boolean program that are infeasible
in the C program. Su h paths an lead to impre ision in
subsequent model he king.
We now informally des ribe how the C2bp tool translates
ea h statement of the C program into a orresponding set of
statements in the boolean program. An assignment statement in the C program is translated to a set of assignments
that apture the e e t of the original assignment statement
on the input predi ates. For example, the assignment statement \prev=NULL;" in the C program is translated to two
assignment statements in the boolean program. The rst,
\fprev==NULLg=true;", re e ts the truth of the predi ate
(prev = NULL) after the assignment. The value of the
predi ate (prev ! val > v ) is unde ned after this assignment and is thus invalidated by the assignment statement
\fprev->val>vg = unknown();". The unknown fun tion is
de ned as:
bool unknown() {
if (*) { return true; }
else { return false; }
}

The unknown fun tion uses the ontrol expression \*", whi h
non-deterministi ally hooses the then or the else bran h,
to return either true or false.
The C2bp tool determines that the other two prediates are una e ted by the assignment \prev=NULL;", so
they need not be updated. The C2bp tool uses a owinsensitive points-to analysis [12℄ to resolve aliases between
pointers. In this program, sin e none of the pointer variables
in the set f urr, prev, next, newl g has its address taken,
none of these variables an be aliased by any other expression in the pro edure. As a result, C2bp resolves that the
only predi ates that the assignment \prev=NULL;" a e ts
are (prev = NULL) and (prev ! val > v ).
As another example, the assignment \prev= urr;" is
also abstra ted to assignments to the two predi ates involving prev. These predi ates are assigned the values of
the orresponding predi ates on urr, as expe ted. Finally,
C2bp determines that the assignment \newl=NULL;" annot
a e t any of the four input predi ates, so the assignment
is translated to the skip statement, the boolean program's
\no-op".
In the above examples, most of the input predi ates
are updated a urately. For example, the assignment
1 The boolean program shown is not the exa t output of C2bp| it
has been simpli ed to aid readability.
2 In boolean programs, variable identi ers an be regular C identiers or an arbitrary string en losed between \f" and \g".

typedef stru t ell {
int val;
stru t ell* next;
} *list;
list partition(list *l, int v) {
list urr, prev, newl, nextCurr;
urr = *l;
prev = NULL;
newl = NULL;
while ( urr != NULL) {
nextCurr = urr->next;
if ( urr->val > v) {
if (prev != NULL) {
prev->next = nextCurr;
}
if ( urr == *l) {
*l = nextCurr;
}
urr->next = newl;
L:
newl = urr;
} else {
prev = urr;
}
urr = nextCurr;
}
return newl;
}

void partition() {
bool { urr==NULL}, {prev==NULL};
bool { urr->val>v}, {prev->val>v};
{ urr==NULL} = unknown();
{ urr->val>v} = unknown();
{prev==NULL} = true;
{prev->val>v} = unknown();
skip;
while(*) {
assume(!{ urr==NULL});
skip;
if (*) {
assume({ urr->val>v});
if (*) {
assume(!{prev==NULL});
skip;
}
if (*) {
skip;
}
skip;
L:
skip;
} else {
assume(!{ urr->val>v});
{prev==NULL} = { urr==NULL};
{prev->val>v} = { urr->val>v};
}
{ urr==NULL} = unknown();
{ urr->val>v} = unknown();
}
assume({ urr==NULL});
}

(a)

//

urr = *l;

// prev = NULL;
// newl = NULL;
// while( urr!=NULL)
//
// nextCurr = urr->next
// if ( urr->val > v) {
//
//
if (prev != NULL) {
//
//
prev->next = nextCurr;
//
}
//
if ( urr == *l) {
//
*l = nextCurr;
//
}
//
urr->next = newl;
//
newl = urr
// } else {
//
// prev = urr;
//
// }
//
urr = nextCurr;

(b)

Figure 1: (a) List partition example; (b) The boolean program of the list partition example, abstra ted with respe t to the
set of input predi ates f urr==NULL, prev==NULL, urr->val > v, prev->val > v g. The unknown fun tion is used to
generate the value true or false non-deterministi ally (see body text for an explanation).
\fprev==NULLg=f urr==NULLg;" in the boolean program
exa tly represents the e e t of the assignment \prev= urr"
on the predi ate (prev = NULL). However, it is possible for su h exa t information to be unavailable, be ause
some of the ne essary predi ates have not been input to
C2bp. In that ase, we must repla e exa t information
with a onservative approximation. For example, the assignment \ urr=nextCurr;" an a e t the two predi ates
involving urr. However, be ause there are no predi ates
about nextCurr in the predi ate input le, there is no way
to dedu e the orre t truth value of these predi ates. This
represents a worst ase of sorts, as the input predi ates provide absolutely no information about the appropriate truth
values for the two predi ates to be updated. As a result, the
two predi ates are \invalidated" using the unknown fun tion,
as de ned above.
The C2bp tool translates onditional statements in the
C program into non-deterministi onditional statements
in the boolean program, using the ontrol expression \*".
However, it also inserts \assume" statements to apture the
semanti s of onditionals with respe t to the input predi ates. For example, the rst statement inside the while
loop is \assume(!f urr==NULLg);". The assume a ts as a
lter on the state spa e of the boolean program: in this
ase, it is impossible to rea h the program point after the
assume if the variable f urr==NULLg is true. In this way, we
faithfully model the guard of the original while loop.

2.2 Bebop
The boolean program output by C2bp is input to the Bemodel he ker [5℄, whi h omputes the set of rea hable
states for ea h statement of a boolean program using an
interpro edural data ow analysis algorithm in the spirit of
Sharir-Pnueli and Reps-Horwitz-Sagiv [31, 28℄. A state of
a boolean program at a statement s is simply a valuation
to the boolean variables that are in s ope at statement s
(in other words, a bit ve tor, with one bit for ea h variable
in s ope). The set of rea hable states (or invariant) of a
boolean program at s is thus a set of bit ve tors (equivalently, a boolean fun tion over the set of variables in s ope
at s).
Bebop di ers from typi al implementations of data ow
algorithms in two ru ial ways. First, it omputes over sets
of bit ve tors at ea h statement rather than single bit ve tors. This is ne essary to apture orrelations between variables. Se ond, it uses binary de ision diagrams [9℄ (BDDs)
to impli itly represent the set of rea hable states of a program, as well as the transfer fun tions for ea h statement
in a boolean program. However, Bebop uses an expli it
ontrol- ow graph representation, as in a ompiler, rather
than en oding the ontrol- ow with BDDs, as done in most
symboli model he kers.
For our example, Bebop outputs the following invariant
representing the rea hable states at label L of the boolean

bop

program:
( urr 6= NULL) ^ ( urr ! val > v ) ^
((prev ! val  v ) _ (prev = NULL))
Be ause C2bp is sound, this boolean fun tion is also an
invariant over the state of the C program at label L.
Su h invariants an be used for many di erent purposes;
we give several examples in Se tion 6. One interesting usage of the above invariant is to re ne alias information. In
parti ular, the invariant implies that *prev and * urr are
never aliases at label L in the pro edure partition. In other
words, variables prev and urr never point to the same
memory lo ation at label L. This an be seen as follows:
 If (prev = NULL), then (prev 6= urr) be ause
( urr 6= NULL).
 If (prev 6= NULL), then sin e ( urr ! val > v) and
(prev ! val  v ), it follows that (prev ! val 6=
urr ! val), whi h implies (prev 6= urr).3
This fa t an be dedu ed automati ally from the given invariant. In parti ular, a de ision pro edure an determine
that the invariant implies (prev 6= urr). In this way, we an
automati ally re ne an existing alias analysis. Traditional
ow-sensitive alias analyses would not dis over that *prev
and * urr are not aliases at label L, sin e su h analyses do
not use the values of elds (su h as prev->val) to eliminate
possible aliasing relationships.

2.3 Summary
We have shown how C2bp is used to ompute a boolean
program that is a sound abstra tion of a C program with
respe t to a set of predi ates E . Subsequent model he king
of the boolean program an dis over strong invariants that
are expressed as boolean fun tions over the predi ates in E .

3 The Challenges of Predi ate Abstra tion for C
The omplexities of a programming language like C gives
rise to several te hni al hallenges in performing predi ate
abstra tion:
 Pointers. There are two losely related subproblems in dealing with pointers: (1) assignments through
dereferen ed pointers in the original C program, and
(2) pointers and pointer dereferen es in the predi ates
over whi h the abstra tion is omputed. We handle the
two ases in a uniform manner and des ribe how to use
points-to analysis [12℄ to improve the pre ision of our
abstra tion.
 Pro edures. Programs with pro edures are handled
by allowing pro edural abstra tion in the target language [5℄. In parti ular, boolean programs have global
variables, pro edures with lo al variables, and all-byvalue parameter passing. Having expli it pro edures
allows us to make both abstra tion and analysis more
eÆ ient by exploiting pro edural abstra tion present in
the C program. It also allows us to handle re ursive and
3 Here we use the ontrapositive of the rule usually applied in
uni ation-based alias analysis: (p = q) ) (p = q). That is,
(p 6= q) ) (p 6= q).







mutually re ursive pro edures with no additional me hanism. This di ers from most other approa hes to software model he king, whi h inline pro edure alls [10℄.
In the following se tion, we des ribe a modular abstra tion pro ess for pro edures: ea h pro edure an be abstra ted given only the signatures of the abstra tions
of its allees, and su h signatures an be onstru ted
for ea h pro edure in isolation.
Pro edure alls. The abstra tion pro ess for pro edure alls is hallenging, parti ularly in the presen e of
pointers. After a all, the aller must onservatively
update lo al state that may have been modi ed by the
allee. We provide a sound and pre ise approa h to
abstra ting pro edure alls that takes su h side-e e ts
into a ount.
Unknown values. It is not always possible to determine the e e t of a statement in the C program on a
predi ate, in terms of the input predi ate set E . We
deal with su h non-determinism dire tly in the boolean
program via the non-deterministi ontrol expression
\*", whi h allows us to impli itly express a three-valued
domain for boolean variables.
Pre ision-eÆ ien y tradeo . Computing the abstra t transfer fun tion for ea h statement in the C
program with respe t to the set E of predi ates may
require the use of a theorem prover. Obtaining a preise abstra t transfer fun tion requires O(2 E ) alls to
the theorem prover, in the worst ase. We have explored several optimization te hniques to redu e the
number of alls made to the theorem prover. Some of
these te hniques result in an equivalent boolean program, while others trade o pre ision for omputation
speed.
j

j

4 Predi ate Abstra tion
This se tion des ribes the design and implementation of
in detail. Given a C program P and a set E =
f'1 ; '2 ; : : : ; 'n g of pure boolean C expressions over the
variables of P and onstants of the C language, C2bp automati ally onstru ts an abstra tion of P with respe t
to E [19℄. This abstra tion is represented as a boolean
program BP (P; E ), whi h is a program that has idential ontrol stru ture to P but ontains only boolean variables. In parti ular, BP (P; E ) ontains n boolean variables
V = fb1 ; b2 ; : : : ; bn g, where ea h boolean variable bi represents the predi ate 'i (1  i  n). As des ribed in Se tion 4.6, BP (P; E ) is guaranteed to be an abstra tion of P
in that the set of exe ution tra es of BP (P; E ) is a superset
of the set of exe ution tra es of P .
Our tool handles all synta ti onstru ts of the C language, in luding pointers, stru tures, and pro edures. Its
main limitation is that it uses a logi al model of memory
when analyzing C programs. That is, it models the expression p + i, where p is a pointer and i is an integer, as yielding
a pointer value that points to the obje t pointed to by p.
In the sequel, we assume that the C program has been
onverted into a simple intermediate form in whi h: (1) all
intrapro edural ontrol- ow is a omplished with if-thenelse statements and gotos; (2) all expressions are free of
side-e e ts and short- ir uit evaluation and do not ontain
multiple dereferen es of a pointer (e.g., **p); (3) a fun tion

C2bp

all only o urs at the top-most level of an expression (for
example, \z=x+f(y);" is repla ed by \t=f(y); z=x+t;").

4.1 Weakest Pre onditions and Cubes
For a statement s and a predi ate ', let W P (s; ') denote
the weakest liberal pre ondition [16, 20℄ of ' with respe t to
statement s. W P (s; ') is de ned as the weakest predi ate
whose truth before s entails the truth of ' after s terminates
(if it terminates). Let \x = e" be an assignment, where x
is a s alar variable and e is an expression of the appropriate
type. Let ' be a predi ate. By de nition W P (x = e; ') is
' with all o urren es of x repla ed with e, denoted '[e=x℄.
For example:
W P (x=x+1; x < 5) = (x + 1) < 5 = (x < 4)
The weakest pre ondition omputation is entral to the
predi ate abstra tion pro ess. Suppose statement s o urs
between program points p and p . If ' is a predi ate in
E with orresponding boolean variable b then it is safe to
assign b the value true in BP (P; E ) between program points
p and p if the boolean variable b orresponding to W P (s; ')
is true at program point p. However, no su h variable b
may exist if W P (s; ') is not in E . For example, suppose
E = f(x < 5); (x = 2)g. We have seen that W P (x=x+1; x <
5) = (x < 4), but the predi ate (x < 4) is not in E . In this
ase, C2bp uses de ision pro edures (i.e., a theorem prover)
to strengthen the weakest pre ondition to an expression over
the predi ates in E . In our example, we an show that
(x = 2) ) (x < 4). Therefore if (x = 2) is true before
\x=x+1;", then (x < 5) is true afterwards.
We formalize this strengthening of a predi ate as follows.
A ube over V is a onjun tion i1 ^ : : : ^ ik , where ea h
ij 2 fbij ; :bij g for some bij 2 V . For a variable bi 2
V , let E (bi ) denote the orresponding predi ate 'i , and let
E (:bi ) denote the predi ate :'i . Extend E to ubes and
disjun tions of ubes in the natural way. For any predi ate '
and set of boolean variables V , let FV (') denote the largest
disjun tion of ubes over V su h that E ( ) implies '. The
predi ate E (FV (')) represents the weakest predi ate over
E (V ) that implies '. In our example, E (FV (x < 4)) = (x =
2).
It will also be useful to de ne a orresponding weakening
of a predi ate. De ne GV (') as :FV (:'). The predi ate
E (GV (')) represents the strongest predi ate over E (V ) that
is implied by '.
For ea h ube, the impli ation he k involves a all to
a theorem prover implementing the required de ision proedures. Our implementation of C2bp uses two theorem
provers: Simplify [15℄ and Vampyre [7℄, both Nelson-Oppen
style provers [27℄. A naive omputation of FV () and GV ()
requires exponentially many alls to the theorem prover in
the worst ase. Se tion 5 des ribes several optimizations
that make the FV and GV omputations pra ti al.
0

0

int bar(int* q, int y) {
int l1, l2;
...
return l1;
}

bar {
y >= 0,
*q <= y,
y == l1,
y > l2
}

void foo(int* p, int x) {
int r;
if (*p <= x)
*p = x;
else
*p = *p + x;
r = bar(p, x);
...
}

foo
*p
x
r
}

{
<= 0,
== 0,
== 0

Figure 2: An example input to C2bp. On the left are two
simple C pro edures (bar is not shown in its entirety). On
the right is the set of predi ates to model.

0

0

4.2 Pointers and aliasing
In the presen e of pointers, W P (x=e; ') is not ne essarily
'[e=x℄. As an example, W P (x = 3; p > 5) is not (p > 5)
be ause if x and p are aliases, then (p > 5) annot be
true after the assignment to x. A similar problem o urs
when a pointer dereferen e is on the left-hand side of the
assignment.
To handle these problems, we adapt Morris' general axiom of assignment [25℄. A lo ation is either a variable, a

stru ture eld a ess from a lo ation, or a dereferen e of a
lo ation. Consider the omputation of W P (x=e; '), where
x is a lo ation, and let y be a lo ation mentioned in the
predi ate '. Then there are two ases to onsider: either x
and y are aliases, and hen e the assignment of e to x will
ause the value of y to be ome e; or they are not aliases,
and the assignment to x leaves y un hanged. De ne
'[x; e; y ℄ =

( &x = &y
( &x 6= &y

^ '[e=y℄)_
^ ')

Let

be the lo ations mentioned in '. Then
ned to be '[x; e; y1 ℄[x; e; y2 ℄ : : : [x; e; yn ℄.
In the example above, we have
W P (x = 3; p > 5) =
( &x = p ^ 3 > 5) _ ( &x 6= p ^ p > 5)
In the absen e of alias information, if the predi ate ' has k
lo ations o urring in it, the weakest pre ondition will have
2k synta ti disjun ts, ea h disjun t onsidering a possible
alias s enario of the k lo ations with x. C2bp uses a pointer
analysis to improve the pre ision of the weakest pre ondition omputation. If the pointer analysis says that x and
y annot be aliased at the program point before x=e, then
we an prune the disjun ts representing a s enario where x
is aliased to y , and we an partially evaluate the disjun ts
representing a s enario where x is not aliased to y . This has
the e e t of improving the pre ision of the resulting boolean
program BP (P; E ) produ ed by C2bp. Our implementation
uses Das's points-to algorithm [12℄ to obtain ow-insensitive,
ontext-insensitive may-alias information.

y1 ; y2 ; : : : ; y n
W P (x=e; ') is de

4.3 Predi ate Abstra tion of Assignments
Consider an assignment statement \x = e;" at label ` in
P . The boolean program BP (P; E ) produ ed by C2bp will
ontain at label ` a parallel assignment to the boolean variables in s ope at `. A boolean variable bi in BP (P; E ) an
have the value true after ` if FV (W P (x = e; 'i )) holds
before `. Similarly, bi an have the value false after ` if
FV (W P (x = e; :'i )) holds before `. Note that these two
predi ates annot be simultaneously true. Finally, if neither of these predi ates holds before `, then bi should be set

non-deterministi ally. This an happen be ause the prediates in E are not strong enough to provide the appropriate
information, or be ause the theorem prover is in omplete.
Therefore, BP (P; E ) ontains the following parallel assignment at label `:
b1 ; : : : ; bn =
hoose(FV (W P (x=e; '1 )); FV (W P (x=e; :'1 )));
::: ;

hoose(FV (W P (x=e; 'n )); FV (W P (x=e; :'n )))

where the hoose fun tion is always part of
is de ned as follows:

BP (P; E ) and

bool hoose(bool pos, bool neg) {
if (pos) { return true; }
if (neg) { return false; }
return unknown();
}

For example, onsider abstra ting the statement \*p=*p+x"
in pro edure foo of Figure 2 with respe t to the three
predi ates de lared to be lo al to foo. Let us all this
statement s. In this example, a may-alias analysis reveals
that p annot alias x or r. The weakest pre ondition
W P (s; p  0) is (p + x)  0, sin e *p annot alias x.
We have E (FV (p + x  0)) = (p  0) ^ (x = 0).
Similarly, W P (s; :(p  0)) is :((p + x)  0), and
E (FV (:(p + x  0))) = :(p  0) ^ (x = 0). The
weakest pre onditions of s with respe t to the predi ates
(x = 0) and (r = 0) are the respe tive predi ates themselves, sin e p annot alias x or r. Thus, BP (P; E ) will
ontain the following statement in pla e of the given assignment statement, where we use feg to denote the boolean
variable representing predi ate e:
{*p<=0}, {x==0}, {r==0} =
hoose({*p<=0} && {x==0}, !{*p<=0} && {x==0}),
hoose({x==0}
, !{x==0}),
hoose({r==0}
, !{r==0});

Note that the abstra tion pro ess for assignment statements is based on weakest pre ondition omputations that
are lo al to ea h assignment and an be omputed by a
purely synta ti manipulation of predi ates. C2bp does not
ompute ompositions of weakest pre onditions over paths
with omplex ontrol ow. In parti ular, C2bp does not require programs to be annotated with fun tion pre- or postonditions, or with loop invariants.

4.4 Predi ate Abstra tion of Gotos and Conditionals
Every goto statement in the C program is simply opied to

the boolean program.
Translating onditionals is more involved. Consider some
onditional if (') f...g else f...g in program P . At the
beginning of the then bran h in P , the predi ate ' holds.
Therefore, at the beginning of the then bran h in the orresponding onditional in BP (P; E ), the ondition GV (') is
known to hold. Similarly, at the beginning of the else bran h
in P , we know that :' holds, so GV (:') is known to hold at
that program point in BP (P; E ). Therefore, BP (P; E ) will
ontain the following abstra tion of the above onditional:
if()f
assume(GV ('))

:::

gelsef

assume(GV (:'))

g

:::

Note that the test in the abstra ted onditional is , so both
paths through the onditional are possible. Within the then
and else bran hes, we use the assume statement to retain
the semanti s of the original onditional test. The assume
statement is the dual of assert: assume(') never fails. Exeutions on whi h ' does not hold at the point of the assume
are simply ignored [16℄.
As an example, onsider the onditional in pro edure foo
of Figure 2. The abstra tion of this onditional with respe t
to the three predi ates lo al to foo is:
if () f // if (*p <= x)
assume (fx == 0g =)

g
g

:::

else f
assume (fx == 0g
:::

f*p

<= 0g);

=) !f*p <= 0g);

4.5 Predi ate Abstra tion of Pro edure Calls
We now des ribe how
grams.

C2bp

handles multi-pro edure pro-

4.5.1 Notation
Re all that the input to C2bp is the program P and a set E
of predi ates. Let GP be the global variables of the program
P . Ea h predi ate in E is annotated as being either global
to BP (P; E ) or lo al to a parti ular pro edure in BP (P; E )
(see Figure 2, in whi h predi ates are lo al to bar or foo
{ there are no global predi ates in this example), thereby
determining the s ope of the orresponding boolean variable in BP (P; E ). A global predi ate an refer only to variables in GP . Let EG denote the global predi ates of E and
let VG denote the orresponding global boolean variables of
BP (P; E ).
For a pro edure R, let ER denote the subset of predi ates
in E that are lo al to R, and let VR denote the orresponding
lo al boolean variables of R in BP (P; E ). In the following,
we do not distinguish between a boolean variable b and its
orresponding predi ate E (b) when unambiguous from the
ontext (that is, in the ontext of BP (P; E ) we always mean
b and in the ontext of P we always mean E (b)). Let FR
be the formal parameters of R, and let LR be the lo al
variables of R. Let r 2 LR [ FR be the return variable of R
(we assume, without loss of generality, that there is only one
return statement in R, and it has the form \return r").
Let vars (e) be the set of variables referen ed in expression e. Let drfs (e) be the set of variables dereferen ed in
expression e.

4.5.2 Determining signatures
A key feature of our approa h is modularity: ea h pro edure an be abstra ted by C2bp given only the signatures
of pro edures that it alls. The signature of pro edure R
an be determined in isolation from the rest of the program,
given ER . C2bp operates in two passes. In the rst pass
it determines the signature of ea h pro edure. It uses these

signatures to abstra t pro edure alls (along with all other
statements) in the se ond pass.
Let R be a pro edure in P and let R be its abstra tion
in BP (P; E ). The signature of pro edure R is a four-tuple
(FR ; r; Ef ; Er ), where:
 FR is the set of formal parameters of R,
 r is the return variable of R,
 Ef is the set of formal parameter predi ates of R , dened as fe 2 ER j vars (e) \ LR = ;g, and
 Er is the set of return predi ates of R , de ned as:
0

0

0

fe 2 ER j (r 2 vars (e) ^ (vars (e) n frg \ LR = ;))_
(e 2 Ef ^ (vars (e) \ GP =
6 ;
_drfs (e) \ FR =6 ;))g:
0

0

4.5.3 Handling pro edure alls
Consider a all v = R(a1 ; : : : ; aj ) to pro edure R at label
` of some pro edure S in P . The abstra tion BP (P; E )
ontains a all to R at label `. Let the signature of R be
(FR ; r; Ef ; Er ). For ea h formal parameter predi ate e 2 Ef ,
C2bp omputes an a tual value to pass into the all. Let
0

e0

= e[a1 =f1 ; a2 =f2 ; : : : ; aj =fj ℄

where FR = ff1 ; f2 ; : : : ; fj g. The expression e represents
the predi ate e translated to the alling ontext. The a tual
parameter omputed for the formal e is
hoose(FVS VG (e ); FVS VG (:e )).
We now explain how C2bp handles the return values
from the all to R . Assume Er = fe1 ; : : : ; ep g. C2bp reates p fresh lo al variables T = ft1 ; : : : ; tp g in pro edure S
and assigns to them, in parallel, the return values of R :
0

[

0

[

0

0

0

0

t1 ; : : : ; t p

0

0

0

0

e0i

= ei [v=r; a1 =f1 ; a2 =f2 ; : : : ; aj =fj ℄

and let Er = fe1 ; : : : ; ep g.4 De ne E (ti ) = ei , for ea h
ti 2 T . For ea h e 2 Eu , the orresponding boolean variable
b 2 VS is assigned the following value:
hoose(FV T (e); FV T (:e)).
For example, onsider the all \bar(p,x)" in Figure 2.
Re all that in the signature of bar, the formal parameter
predi ates (Ef ) are fq  y; y  0g and the return prediates (Er ) are fy = l1; q  y g. The abstra tion of this all
in the boolean program is as follows:
0

0

0

0[

Ef is the set of formal parameter predi ates of R . This
is the subset of predi ates in ER that do not refer to any loal variables of R. All predi ates in ER Ef will be lo als of
R . Er is the set of predi ates to be returned by R (boolean
programs allow pro edures to have multiple return values).
Su h return predi ates serve two purposes. One is to provide allers with information about r, the return value of
R. The other purpose is to provide allers with information
about any global variables and all-by-referen e parameters,
so that lo al predi ates of allers an be updated pre isely.
To handle the rst on ern, Er ontains those predi ates in
ER that mention r but do not mention any (other) lo als
of R in P , as allers will not know about these lo als. To
handle the se ond on ern, Er ontains those predi ates in
Ef that referen e a global variable or dereferen e a formal
parameter of R.
As an example, onsider pro edure bar in Figure 2. In
the signature of bar, Ef is fq  y; y  0g and Er is fy =
l1; q  y g.
0

lo ations. C2bp uses the pointer alias analysis to determine
a onservative over-approximation Eu to this set of prediates to update.
Let E = (ES [EG ) Eu. The predi ates in E along with
the predi ates in Er are used to update the predi ates in
Eu . Let V  VS [ VG be the boolean variables in BP (P; E )
orresponding to E .
First C2bp translates the predi ates in Er to the alling
ontext. In parti ular, for ea h ei 2 Er , let

= R (: : : );
0

The nal step is to update ea h lo al predi ate of S whose
value may have hanged as a result of the all. Any prediate in ES that mentions v must be updated. In addition,
we must update any predi ate in ES that mentions a global
variable, a (possibly transitive) dereferen e of an a tual parameter to the all, or an alias of either of these kinds of

prm1 =
prm2 =

0

0[

hoose({*p<=0}&&{x==0}, // for formal {*q<=y}
!{*p<=0}&&{x==0});
hoose({x==0}, false); // for formal {y>=0}

t1, t2 = bar(prm1, prm2);
{*p<=0} =
{r==0} =

// t1 for {*q<=y}
// t2 for {y==l1}

hoose(t1&&{x==0}, !t1&&{x==0});
hoose(t2&&{x==0}, !t2&&{x==0};

4.6 Formal properties

We give two properties that relate P and BP (P; E ). The
rst property, soundness, states that B is an abstra tion
of P |every feasible path in P is feasible in B as well.
Sin e a boolean program that allows all paths to be feasible
is sound as well, we also need to state the sense in whi h
B is pre ise. We do that via the terminology of abstra t
interpretation [11℄.
Soundness. For any path p feasible in P , it is guaranteed
that p is feasible in BP (P; E ) as well. Further, if is the
state of the C program P after exe uting path p, then there
exists an exe ution of p in the boolean program B ending in
a state su h that for every 1  i  n, 'i holds in i bi
is true in . A proof of the soundness of C2bp an be found
in [3℄.
Pre ision. The framework of abstra t interpretation an
be used to spe ify abstra tions de laratively. A boolean abstra tion maps on rete states to abstra t states a ording
to their evaluation under a nite set of predi ates. A artesian abstra tion maps a set of boolean ve tors to a threevalued ve tor obtained by ignoring dependen ies between
the omponents of the ve tors (see, for example, the work
on set-based analysis [21℄). For example, the set of boolean
ve tors f(0; 1); (1; 0)g is mapped by the artesian abstra tion to the three-valued ve tor (?; ?), where ? represents the
\don't know" value. For single pro edures without pointers,
4 For simpli ity, we assume that ea h formal still refers to the same
value as its orresponding a tual at the end of the all. This an be
he ked using a standard modi ation side-e e t analysis [24℄. If a
formal annot be proven to refer to the same value as its orresponding a tual at the end of the all, then any predi ates that mention
the formal must be removed from Er in the signature of R.

the abstra tion omputed by C2bp is equivalent to a omposition of the boolean and artesian abstra tions [4℄. We
improve pre ision by using disjun tive ompletion and fo us
operations, both of whi h are implemented in Bebop using
BDDs [4℄.

5 Extensions

program lines predi ates thm. prover runtime
alls
(se onds)
oppy
6500 23
5509
98
io tl
1250 5
500
13
open los 544 5
132
6
srdriver 350 30
3034
93
log
236 6
98
5

This se tion des ribes various te hniques we have applied to
in rease the pre ision and eÆ ien y of C2bp.

5.1 The enfor

e

onstru t

xpoint. V  V is the set of boolean variables su h that
E (V ) = E .
Fourth, we try several synta ti heuristi s to onstru t
FV (') dire tly from '. As a simple example, if there exists
a boolean variable b su h that E (b) = ', then we return b,
0

Often the predi ates in E are orrelated in some way. For
example, onsider the predi ates (x = 1) and (x = 2). The
semanti s asso iated with these predi ates forbids the predi ates from being simultaneously true. However, when we
use uninterpreted boolean variables b1 and b2 for the predi ates in BP (P; E ), we do not pre lude an exe ution of the
boolean program in whi h both variables evaluate true in
some state. In order to rule out abstra t exe utions ontaining su h spurious situations, we add an enfor e onstru t to
boolean programs: the statement enfor e  in a pro edure
has the e e t of putting assume  between every statement
in the pro edure. This ensures that  is a data invariant
maintained throughout the pro edure's exe ution. We ompute  for ea h pro edure R simply as FVR VG (false). For
example, given only predi ates (x = 1) and (x = 2), E () is
:((x = 1) ^ (x = 2)).
[

5.2 Optimizations
The method des ribed above for onstru ting abstra t models of C programs is impra ti al without several important
optimizations. Pro ling shows that the running time of
C2bp is dominated by the ost of theorem proving, as we are
making an exponential number of alls to the prover at ea h
program point. Therefore, our optimization e orts have foused on utting down the number of alls to the theorem
prover.
First, when omputing FV ('), ubes are onsidered in
in reasing order by length. If a ube is shown to imply ',
then we know that any ube that ontains as a subset will
also imply ', is redundant with , and an therefore be safely
pruned. In this way, the F omputation a tually produ es
a disjun tion of only the prime impli ants of FV ('). If a
ube does not imply ' but it implies :', then any ube
that ontains as a subset also will not imply ', and an
therefore be safely pruned.
Se ond, for every assignment statement, rather than updating the values of every boolean variable in s ope, we do
not update those variables whose truth value will de nitely
not hange as a result of the assignment. The truth value
of a variable b will de nitely not hange as a result of an
assignment x=e if W P (x=e; E (b)) = E (b).
Third, for ea h omputation FV ('), we perform an analysis to produ e a set V  V , su h that E (V ) ontains all
predi ates from E (V ) that an possibly be part of a ube
that implies '. Therefore, FV (') an safely be repla ed by
FV ('), redu ing the number of ubes to explore. This set
V is determined by a synta ti one-of-in uen e omputation. Starting with an empty set E we nd predi ates in
E (V ) that mention a lo ation or an alias of a lo ation in ',
add these predi ates to E , determine the set of lo ations
mentioned in these predi ates, and iterate until rea hing a
0

0

0

0

0

0

Table 1: The devi e drivers run through C2bp.
0

0

without requiring any alls to the theorem prover. Fifth, we
a he all omputations by the theorem prover and the alias
analysis, so that work is not repeated.
While the worst- ase omplexity of omputing the abstra tion is exponential in the number of predi ates, the
above optimizations dramati ally redu e the number of alls
made to the theorem prover in most examples. Moreover, the above optimizations all have the property that
they leave the resulting BP (P; E ) semanti ally equivalent to
the boolean program produ ed without these optimizations.
Some of the optimizations des ribed rely on the existen e of
the enfor e data invariant for soundness.
If we are willing to sa ri e some pre ision, there are
other optimization opportunities. For example, we an limit
the length of ubes onsidered in the F omputation to some
onstant k, lowering the F fun tion's omplexity from exponential to O(nk ). In pra ti e, we have found that setting k
to 3 provides the needed pre ision in most ases. As another
optimization, we an ompute the F fun tion only on atomi
predi ates. That is, we re ursively onvert F ('1 ^ '2 ) to
F ('1 ) ^ F ('2 ) and F ('1 _ '2 ) to F ('1 ) _ F ('2 ). This
allows us to make use of all of the existing optimizations
of the F fun tion des ribed above in a ner-grained manner. Distribution of F through ^ loses no pre ision, while
distribution of F through _ an lose pre ision.

6 Experien e
We have implemented C2bp in OCaml, on top of the AST
toolkit (a modi ed version of Mi rosoft's C/C++ ompiler
that exports an abstra t syntax tree interfa e to lients),
the Simplify [15, 27℄ and Vampyre [7℄ theorem provers, and
Das's points-to analysis [12℄.
We have applied C2bp to two problem areas: (1) he king safety properties of Windows NT devi e drivers, in the
ontext of the SLAM proje t and the SLAM toolkit; (2)
dis overing invariants regarding array bounds he king and
list-manipulating ode.

6.1 The SLAM Toolkit and its Appli ation to NT
Devi e Drivers
The goal of the SLAM proje t is to automati ally he k
that a program respe ts a set of temporal safety properties
of the interfa es it uses. Safety properties are the lass of
properties that state that \something bad does not happen".
An example is requiring that a lo k is never released without

rst being a quired (see [23℄ for a formal de nition). Given
a program and a safety property, we wish to either validate
that the ode respe ts the property, or nd an exe ution
path that shows how the ode violates the property.
Given a safety property to he k on a C program, the
SLAM pro ess has the following phases: (1) abstra tion,
(2) model he king, and (3) predi ate dis overy. We have
developed the SLAM toolkit to support ea h of these phases:
 C2bp, whi h is the topi of this paper;
 Bebop, a tool for model he king boolean programs [5℄;
 Newton, a tool that dis overs additional predi ates to
re ne the boolean program, by analyzing the feasibility of paths in the C program (the subje t of a future
paper).
The SLAM toolkit provides a fully automati way of he king temporal safety properties of system software. Violations are reported by the SLAM toolkit as paths over the
program P . The toolkit never reports spurious error paths.
Instead, it dete ts su h paths and uses them to automatially re ne the boolean program abstra tion (to eliminate
these paths from onsideration). Sin e property he king is
unde idable, the SLAM re nement algorithm may not onverge. In addition, it may terminate with a \don't know"
answer due to the in ompleteness of the underlying theorem
provers. However, in our experien e, it usually onverges in
a few iterations with a de nite answer. One reason for this
is that the properties we he ked are very ontrol-intensive,
and have relatively simple dependen ies on data.
We ran the SLAM toolkit on four drivers from the Windows 2000 Driver Development Kit 5 , as well as an internally
developed oppy devi e driver, to he k for proper usage
of lo ks and proper handling of interrupt request pa kets
(see [6℄ for the details of the properties he ked). The devi e drivers in the DDK are supposed to be exemplars for
others to base their devi e drivers on. For the two properties
we he ked, the SLAM toolkit validated these drivers (i.e.,
found no errors). For the oppy driver under development,
the SLAM toolkit found an error in how interrupt request
pa kets are handled.
Table 1 shows the sizes of these drivers, the number of
predi ates in the predi ate input le, the number of theorem
prover queries that C2bp made, and the run time for C2bp.
For all these examples (and those of the next se tion), Bebop ran in under 10 se onds on the boolean program output
by C2bp.

6.2 Array Bounds Che king and Heap Invariants
Table 2 shows the results of running C2bp on a set of toy
illustrative examples. The program kmp is a Knuth-MorrisPratt string mat her and qsort is an array implementation
of qui ksort, both examples used by Ne ula [26℄. The program partition is the list partition example from Figure 1,
listfind is a list sear h example, and reverse is an example that reverses a list twi e. In most ases, the one-ofin uen e heuristi s in C2bp were able to redu e the number
of theorem prover alls to a manageable number. In the
ase of the reverse example, every pair of pointers ould
potentially alias, and the one-of-in uen e heuristi s ould
not avoid the exponential number of alls to the theorem
prover.
5 freely

available from http://www.mi

rosoft. om/ddk/

program

lines predi ates thm. prover
alls
kmp
75
4
286
qsort
45
2
199
partition 55
4
263
list nd
37
6
4412
reverse
73
7
26769

runtime
(se onds)
7
5
9
172
747

Table 2: The array and heap intensive programs analyzed
with C2bp.
stru t node {
int mark;
stru t node *next;
};
void mark(stru t node *list) {
stru t node *this, *tmp, *prev;
prev = 0;
this = list;
/* traverse list and mark, setting ba k pointers */
while( this != 0 ) {
if(this->mark==1)
break;
this->mark = 1;
tmp = prev;
prev = this;
this = this->next;
prev->next = tmp;
}
/* traverse ba k, resetting the pointers */
while( prev!=0 ){
tmp = this;
this = prev;
prev = prev->next;
this->next = tmp;
}
}

Figure 3: List traversal using ba k pointers
In our experiments, we were able to onstru t useful invariants in the ode by modeling only a few predi ates that
o urred in the program. For example, in the array bounds
he king examples (kmp and qsort), where an array a was
indexed in a loop by a variable index, we simply had to
model the bounds index  0 and index  length(a) in order to produ e the appropriate loop invariant. We found
that in most ases, the omponent predi ates of the invariant were easy to guess by looking at the onditionals in the
programs.
The list reversal example reverse is a simpli ed version
of a mark-and-sweep garbage olle tor. We show the program in Figure 3. In the rst while loop, the list is traversed
in the forward dire tion, while maintaining ba k pointers to
the previous nodes. In the se ond loop, the pointers are reversed to get the original list. We wish to verify that the
pro edure mark leaves the shape of the stru ture un hanged:
i.e., for every node h in the list, h ! next points to the same
node before and after the pro edure mark. To he k this, we
introdu ed auxiliary variables h and hnext into the C ode.
The variable h is hosen non-deterministi ally to point at
any (non-null) element of the list, and hnext is initialized

with h->next. We input the following predi ates to
(along with the program of Figure 3):

C2bp

mark {
h == 0,
prev == h,
this == h,
this->next == hnext,
prev == this,
h->next == hnext,
hnext->next == h
}

With this hoi e of predi ates, C2bp onstru ts an abstra t
program whi h is analyzed using Bebop. Bebop shows that
at the end of the mark pro edure, h ! next = hnext holds.

7 Related Work
Our work is inspired by the predi ate abstra tion work of
Graf and Saidi [19℄. Predi ate abstra tion has been used in
the veri ation of a he oheren e proto ols [13℄. However,
these e orts work at the spe i ation level, on a language
with guarded ommands. Doing predi ate abstra tion on
a general-purpose programming language is the novel aspe t of our work. A method for onstru ting abstra t models from Java programs has been developed in the Bandera
proje t [17℄. Their tool requires the user to provide nitedomain abstra tions of data types. Predi ate abstra tion
as implemented in C2bp is more general, as it allows the
nite partitioning of a variable's possible values and additionally allows relationships between variables to be de ned.
Another approa h is to use ri her type systems to model
nite-state abstra tions of programs [14℄.
Shape analysis [30℄ also uses a form of predi ate abstra tion, where the predi ate language is a rst-order logi augmented with transitive losure. In ontrast, our predi ates
are quanti er-free. Shape analysis requires the user to spe ify how ea h statement a e ts ea h predi ate of interest,
whereas the C2bp tool omputes the abstra t transition system automati ally using a theorem prover.
Predi ate abstra tion is a general te hnique that an be
used to add predi ate (read \path") sensitivity to program
analyses. Ammons and Larus use ode dupli ation followed
by a traditional data ow analysis to a hieve path-sensitive
results [1℄. Bodik and Anik use symboli ba k-substitution
(i.e., weakest pre onditions) followed by value numbering to
improve the results of a subsequent three-valued data ow
analysis [8℄. The ombination of predi ate abstra tion by
C2bp and path-sensitive data ow analyses in Bebop ould
be used to a hieve similar results.
Prior work for generating loop invariants has used symboli exe ution on the on rete semanti s, augmented with
widening heuristi s [32, 33℄. The Houdini tool guesses
a andidate set of annotations (invariants) and uses the
ESC/Java he ker to refute in onsistent annotations until
onvergen e [18℄. In ontrast, the tools C2bp and Bebop use
a ombination of abstra tion (from C program to boolean
program) and iterative analysis of the abstra ted C program
to nd loop invariants expressible as boolean fun tions over
a given set of predi ates.

8 Con lusions
We summarize our main ontributions:



C2bp is the rst predi ate abstra tion tool that works
on a general-purpose programming language.
 We have taken e orts to handle features su h as proedures and pointers in a sound and pre ise way.
 We have explored several optimizations to redu e the
number of alls made to the theorem prover by C2bp.
 We have demonstrated the use of C2bp on programs from varying domains | devi e drivers, arraymanipulating programs, and pointer-manipulating programs.
Though we fully support pointers in C2bp, our prediates are quanti er-free. Stating ertain properties of unbounded data stru tures may require a more expressive
logi . For this purpose, it would be interesting to enri h
the predi ate language with dependent types and re ursive
types. Among other things, the aliasing problem be omes
more ompli ated in this setting. For example, if T is a type
that denotes lists of even length, then the predi ate (p 2 T )
is true if p points to an obje t of type T . Consider an assignment of the form q->next = NULL. To update (p 2 T ),
we have to onsider the possibility that q an point anywhere inside the list pointed to by p.6 One way around this
diÆ ulty is to use linear types to en ode that there are no
external pointers to the list other than p. It would also be
interesting to investigate the use of predi ates expressible in
some re ent pointer logi s [29, 22℄.
We have fo used on predi ate abstra tion of singlethreaded programs, and it would be interesting to extend
C2bp to work for multi-threaded ode. Several issues need
to be resolved here. First, one needs to establish an appropriate notion of atomi ity of exe ution. Next, while abstra ting any statement one has to a ount for the possibility
of interferen e from another thread. Even if su h an abstra tion were possible, model he king boolean programs with
even two threads is unde idable. One possible solution is to
further abstra t boolean programs to nite-state ma hines,
and then use traditional model he king algorithms to explore interleaving exe utions of the nite-state ma hines. A
further problem is that in ertain situations, it is not possible to know the number of threads in advan e. If we were
to rst abstra t boolean programs to nite-state ma hines,
then it is possible to use parameterized model he king to
handle an arbitrary number of threads [2℄. It is not lear if
these abstra tions an be performed automati ally.
We have hosen C as our sour e language for predi ate
abstra tion. However, our fundamental ontribution is a set
of te hniques to handle pro edure alls and pointers during predi ate abstra tion. The te hniques in this paper an
be adapted to onstru t predi ate abstra tions of programs
written in other imperative languages su h as Java.
We plan to improve some ineÆ ien ies we have in the
implementation. The theorem prover is urrently started
as a separate pro ess ea h time it is used, whi h is very
ineÆ ient. A more fundamental issue is that we urrently
use theorem provers as bla k boxes. We plan to investigate if
opening up the internals of the theorem prover an improve
the eÆ ien y of the abstra tion pro ess.
Generating predi ates for a predi ate abstra tion tool
like C2bp is another open resear h problem. We are urrently building a tool alled Newton in the SLAM toolkit to
6 We

thank Frank Pfenning for this observation.

generate predi ates from the model he ker's ounterexamples, using path simulation. We are also exploring predi ate
generation using value ow analysis on the program, with
respe t to the properties of interest. Our urrent approa h
seems to work as long as the properties of interest have
relatively simple dependen ies on data. For data-intensive
properties, predi ate generation may have to use widening
heuristi s as in [32, 33℄.
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